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The relations between culture, contemporary art and internationalization have been intensely 

transformed in the last two decades. The key issue for contemporary art today is the remarkable 

expansion of its regional and global circulation and the implications that this development has in 

cultural, social and economic terms, proven by an art market increasingly global.  

 

Just to mention one aspect in the growth of art circuits, there are now approximately 280 annual 

art fairs and other periodic artistic events in the world. This increase involves a vast multiplicity 

of new cultural and artistic actors circulating internationally, who either did not exist before or 

were focus only in local artistic initiatives. Cultural policies, namely EU policies are important as 

well. As a result, and depending on the context, these changes have amplified the dynamic 

cultural debates and compromises between artistic practices, galleries, artistic schools, 

international circuits, markets, audiences and other agents. This new activity has fostered the 

development of ever-increasingly globalized art scenes as a result of the growth of international 

art networks, events, communications and global public spheres, combining with the activity of 

emerging artistic and cultural subjects from all over the world.  

 

Considering this reality, in Portugal, the Directorate-General of the Arts has developed some 

initiatives in the field of artistic international cooperation, including the support for 

internationalization of Art Galleries through a protocol between the Secretary of State for Culture 

and the Portuguese Association of Art Galleries, which encompasses support for the participation 

of national art galleries in international Contemporary Art fairs of recognized merit, in order to 

engender visibility for Portuguese artists and foster possibilities of their works being included 

within international public and private collections. 

 

Knowing that many cultural agents related to the world of art have imperfect knowledge of the 

geography of the art market, namely the extension of its network, this paper deals with some 

Portuguese artistic spatial routes (from both art galleries and artists). Apart from studying the 

distribution networks of Portuguese art galleries participation in the most well-known 

international contemporary art fairs, we intend to look at the best examples of Portuguese 

participation in an international art event (for instance Arco’Madrid). Thus, it is subject of analysis 

those artists who, through these events, establish networks of key contacts essential for their 

professional career. Our argument lies on the importance that spatial mobility has as prerequisite 

for artistic development and valorization of the artistic career in particular the mobility promoted 

by the national cultural programs that support the internationalization of cultural agents, 

including the participation of Portuguese artists in international arts events. 
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